July 2024

10:15 AM  The Snoopy Show: Big Time Beagle (Episode 109)*
Snoopy comes to the rescue of his least favorite neighbor; gets stranded on a sandbar; and chauffeurs an injured Woodstock.
Originally released July 8, 2021 • 30 minutes

10:45 AM  The Snoopy Show: Happiness is a Day at the Beach (Episode 311)*
Snoopy and Woodstock search for pirate treasure; the Flying Ace steals Sally’s map; and Snoopy’s expired dog license presents opportunities. Shown in conjunction with the exhibition Cowabunga, Peanuts!, on view through September 11, 2024.
Originally released June 9, 2023 • 30 minutes

11:15 AM  It Was a Short Summer, Charlie Brown (CC)
Can the Masked Marvel help the boys win against the girls at summer camp?
Originally aired September 27, 1969 • 30 minutes

11:45 AM  Interview with Charles Schulz
Charles Schulz discusses his personal history and the history of Peanuts in this interview with Charlie Rose.
Originally aired May 9, 1997 • 40 minutes

12:30 PM  Snoopy Presents: Welcome Home, Franklin*
Discover the origin story of Franklin and how he ultimately makes friends with Charlie Brown and the Peanuts gang. Shown in conjunction with the exhibition Cowabunga, Peanuts!, on view through September 11, 2024.
Originally released February 16, 2024 • 45 minutes

1:15 PM  You’re Groovy, Charlie Brown: A Look at Peanuts in the ’70s
A short documentary including Craig Schulz, Lee Mendelson, and Jean Schulz.
Originally aired June 1, 2010 • 30 minutes

1:45 PM  The Snoopy Show: Happiness is a Day at the Beach (Episode 311)*
Please see the description for 10:45 AM.
Originally released June 9, 2023 • 30 minutes

2:15 PM  It Was a Short Summer, Charlie Brown (CC)
Can the Masked Marvel help the boys win against the girls at summer camp?
Originally aired September 27, 1969 • 30 minutes

2:45 PM  Snoopy Presents: Welcome Home, Franklin*
Please see the description for 12:45 PM.
Originally released February 16, 2024 • 45 minutes

3:30 PM  Who Are You, Charlie Brown?*
Originally released June 25, 2021 • 60 minutes

*An AppleTV+ exclusive

Visit the Video Nook (located at the end of the Great Hall) to watch the Museum’s introductory video.